Theoretical mechanistic study on the ion-molecule reaction of SiCN+/SiNC+ with H2O.
The gas-phase ion-molecule reactions play very important roles in interstellar and in plasma chemistry. Motivated by recent astrophysical detection of the SiCN/SiNC radicals and laboratory characterization of some SiCN-containing species, we carried out a detailed potential energy survey on the SiCN+/SiNC(+) + H2O reaction at the Becke's three-parameter Lee-Yang-Parr-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) and coupled cluster with single, double, and triple excitations-CCSD(T)/6-311 + G(2df,p) (single-point) levels as an attempt towards understanding the SiCN+/SiNC+ reaction mechanisms. In contrast to the carbene-featured analogous CCN+/CNC(+) + H2X (X=O,S) reactions, the title reaction SiCN+/SiNC(+) + H2O are not associated with any competitive silylene-insertion characters. Moreover, the -CN <--> -NC interconversion has a low barrier and plays an important role in determining the final product distributions. This is also in marked difference from the CCN+/CNC+ reaction. It is shown that the isomeric sila-cations SiCN+ and SiNC+ can both react with H2O to barrierlessly generate the major product P1 HOSi(+) + HCN and the minor one P3 HOSi(+) + HNC, whereas other low-lying products such as P2 SiNCO(+) + H2, and P(0) H2NSi(+) + CO are kinetically unfeasible. The high efficiency of the SiCN+/SiNC+ reaction towards H2O and the potential importance of SiCN+/SiNC+ ion chemistry in interstellar and SiCN-based microelectric and photoelectric processes strongly appeals for future laboratory investigations on the SiCN+/SiNC+ chemical reactivity.